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1 Introduction

Modern international macroeconomic theory is founded on the belief that exchange rates are in-

herently predictable using economic fundamentals. Nonetheless, the empirical evidence is largely

inconclusive or even completely unsupportive of this view. A large literature, starting with Meese

and Rogo¤ (1983), has documented the empirical regularity that the random walk model of ex-

change rates is the best performing model in terms of out-of-sample forecasting. While a near-

random-walk behavior in exchange rates is expected when the discount factor is near unity (Engel

and West, 2005), the failure of the economic fundamentals and �nancial variables to exhibit any

systematic predictive power is widely regarded as a major weakness of the modern international

macroeconomics (Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2006).1 The absence of empirical evidence in sup-

port of exchange rate predictability, however, should not be construed as evidence of absence of

predictability. In fact, exchange rate predictability may not have been detected due to possible

hidden nonlinearities or slow-moving latent state variables whose e¤ect passes undetected through

the currency markets.2

The most signi�cant departure from the lack of predictability of exchange rates has been doc-

umented in the carry trade literature. In a carry trade, an investor borrows in a low-interest

currency and invests the borrowed funds in a high-yielding currency.3 Under risk neutrality and

uncovered interest rate parity (UIP), the carry trade should yield a zero average return. Despite

the theoretical predictions, the carry trade has remained popular among investors and this led to

widespread academic interest in the strategy�s pro�tability.4 The consensus emerging from the

empirical research suggests that the carry trade has provided investors with statistically and eco-

nomically signi�cant positive returns over sustained periods. The documented pro�tability of the

carry trade is consistent with the lack of empirical support for the UIP and with the voluminous

1Engel, Mark and West (2008) provide a more positive assessment of the predictive ability of monetary models
for exchange rates.

2For example, Kilian and Taylor (2003) and Engel, Mark and West (2015) document some success at predicting
exchange rates, especially at longer horizons, using nonlinear and factor models, respectively. Ferraro, Rogo¤ and
Rossi (2015) also uncover a very short-term predictive relationship between commodity prices and exchange rates of
commodity-dependent countries.

3 In practice, a simple implementation of the carry trade would involve shifting the portfolio allocation from low-
yielding currencies towards high-interest currencies. That is, an investor can perform the carry trade without directly
borrowing or lending funds. As discussed subsequently, traders can also implement the carry trade using futures or
forward contracts.

4For instance, by analyzing the Bank of International Settlements�triennial central bank survey of foreign exchange
and derivatives market activity, Galati, Heath and McGuire (2007) note that foreign exchange turnover has increased
the most for high-interest rate currencies.
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literature on the forward premium puzzle (see Engel, 2015a, for a recent review of this literature).

A number of possible explanations have been advanced to account for the positive average re-

turns of carry trade. In a classical asset pricing context, the positive average returns should re�ect

compensation for bearing a (possibly time-varying) risk premium and a number of recent contri-

butions to the literature thoroughly examine the performance of common risk factors in currency

pricing models (Lustig, Roussanov and Verdelhan, 2011; Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo, 2011,

Burnside, 2012). The �ndings emerging from these studies suggest that, with the exception of a

global volatility risk factor, the TED spread (Bakshi and Panayotov, 2013), and term structure of

interest rate variables (Ang and Chen, 2010; Lustig, Stathopoulos and Verdelhan, 2015), conven-

tional equity and �xed-income market risk factors have demonstrated limited success in explaining

the returns to the carry trade. In contrast, observable currency-speci�c risk factors, commonly used

to assign individual currencies into portfolios, have shown more promise in predicting carry trade

returns (Bakshi and Panayotov, 2013; Lustig, Roussanov and Verdelhan, 2011; Menkho¤, Sarno,

Schmeling, and Schrimpf, 2012b).

Another strand of the literature underscores the fact that positive carry trade returns are

occasionally followed by large crash losses (Brunnermeier, Nagel and Pedersen, 2009; Berge, Jordà

and Taylor, 2010; Farhi, Fraiberger, Gabaix, Ranciere and Verdelhan, 2009; Jordà and Taylor,

2012) and entertains the importance of peso e¤ects in driving the strategy�s pro�tability (Burnside,

Eichenbaum, Kleshchelski and Rebelo, 2011; Burnside, 2012). The existence of crash returns

and peso problems possibly reconciles the pro�tability of the carry trade with the predictions

of UIP. A parallel literature investigates the importance of �limits to arbitrage and hedging� in

explaining the carry trade�s pro�tability. In line with a number of studies invoking the limits

to arbitrage and hedging in various asset markets,5 the basic premise is to ascribe the existence

of persistently positive average carry trade pro�ts to liquidity frictions (Mancini, Ranaldo and

Wrampelmeyer, 2013; among others) as well as to margin, short-selling or leverage constraints

that prevent arbitrageurs and speculators from completely exploiting the carry trade�s pro�tability

(Brunnermeier, Nagel and Pedersen, 2009; Mancini-Gri¤oli and Ranaldo, 2011; among others).

In this paper, we adopt a statistical approach to uncovering and exploiting potential predictabil-

ity in carry trade returns during and after the recent U.S. �nancial crisis. More speci�cally, we

capitalize on the method proposed by Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2010) to decompose currency

5An excellent review of this literature is provided in Gromb and Vayanos (2010).
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returns into two multiplicative components (sign and absolute returns) that individually exhibit

much greater predictability than raw returns. We then model the joint conditional distribution of

these components and use it to produce forecasts of future returns. We allow the two components to

respond to currency-speci�c risk factors such as speculative pressure. This method of incorporating

any implicit nonlinearities in a �exible, indirect fashion is motivated by: (i) the limited success of

linear asset pricing models in explaining carry trade returns (Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo,

2011), (ii) prior empirical evidence pointing to a statistically and economically signi�cant element

of nonlinear out-of-sample predictability in foreign exchange markets especially at long horizons

(Kilian and Taylor, 2003; Engel, 2015b; Vlachev, 2015) and (iii) the pro�tability of trading based

on the decomposition model of Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2010) for equity returns. By virtue of

allowing for nonlinearities in currency returns, our paper also relates to an existing line of research

that exploits non-linearities in the relationship between exchange rate returns and interest rate

di¤erentials (Engel, 2015b; Vlachev, 2015) or in carry trade returns (Daniel, Hodrick and Lu, 2014)

for predictive purposes.

Several interesting results emerge from our analysis. First, the decomposition model exhibits

substantial directional accuracy in predicting carry trade returns during the recent �nancial crisis.

This is in sharp contrast with the pure carry trade strategies that recorded losses during the �nan-

cial crisis (see also Lustig and Verdelhan, 2011). Second, the out-of-sample forecasting gains of the

decomposition model (relative to the naïve historical mean and linear prediction models) translate

into economically and statistically highly signi�cant pro�tability. More speci�cally, trading indi-

vidual currency forward contracts or forming portfolios based on the sign of the predicted return

from the decomposition model generates larger (risk-adjusted) pro�ts than any of the competing

models.

We contribute to the existing literature on the carry trade along theoretical and empirical lines.

From a modeling perspective, this paper o¤ers a new approach to modeling and forecasting currency

returns. We view the uncovered nonlinear predictability as a possible explanation of the limited

success of linear asset pricing models in the context of currency markets. Note that the carry trade

returns consist of two parts �future currency returns and interest rate di¤erential �and while the

pure carry trade strategies exploit only the di¤erential in interest rates, both of which are near the

zero lower bound over this period, we employ a model-based carry trade strategy that capitalizes on

the predictability of currency returns. As we show in the paper, our decomposition model uncovers
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a large degree of predictability that generates highly pro�table carry trade strategies. Finally, as a

by-product of our analysis, we update the empirical performance of the commonly used carry trade

strategies until the end of 2013. Overall, the post-2007 carry trade has been largely unsuccessful

in replicating its pro�tability prior to the �nancial crisis.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines our asset pricing framework and

motivates the use of nonlinear models in predicting carry trade returns. Section 3 provides a

detailed discussion of the speci�c decomposition model that we employ. The data and variables

employed in the empirical analysis are described in Section 4. Our empirical �ndings as well as the

trading strategies we consider to assess the pro�tability of the decomposition model are discussed

in Section 5. Section 6 o¤ers some concluding remarks.

2 Pricing Kernel and Predictability of Currency Returns

To motivate our modeling and estimation framework, we adopt the approach by Constantinides

(1992) and Backus, Foresi and Telmer (2001) to bond and currency pricing. We start with the

fundamental pricing equation (Cochrane, 2001) where asset prices are obtained by �discounting�

future payo¤s using a pricing kernel so that the expected present value of the payo¤ is equal to

the current price. Let Ft denote the information set at time t. Associated with F is the space

L2 of all random variables with �nite second moments that are in the information set F . This

space represents the collection of hypothetical claims that could be traded. Let Rt denote the

domestic-currency denominated gross return on the asset at time t and mt 2 L2 be an admissible

pricing kernel that prices the asset correctly, i.e.,

E[Rt+1mt+1jFt] = 1: (1)

Following Backus, Foresi and Telmer (2001), the pricing kernelm�
t+1 associated with the foreign-

currency denominated return R�t+1 = StRt+1=St+1, where St denotes the exchange rate between

the domestic and foreign currency, satis�es the restriction

E[R�t+1m
�
t+1jFt] = E[R�t+1(St+1=St)mt+1jFt] = 1; (2)

where the second equality is obtained by substituting for Rt+1 = R�t+1(St+1=St) into (1).

Consider now the time t+ 1 payo¤ Ft � St+1, where Ft is the forward exchange rate, and since
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entering a forward contract has zero cost, we have the relationship

E[(Ft � St+1)mt+1jFt] = 0 (3)

or equivalently

(Ft=St)E[mt+1jFt] = E[m�
t+1jFt] (4)

by dividing (3) by St and invoking (2). Taking logarithms of (4) and rearranging, we have

st � ft = ln(E[mt+1jFt])� ln(E[m�
t+1jFt]);

where st = ln(St) and ft = ln(Ft). Following Backus, Foresi and Telmer (2001), ln(E[mt+1jFt])

and ln(E[m�
t+1jFt]) can be expanded in terms of conditional cumulants which gives

st � ft =
1X
i=1

�it+1 � ��it+1
i!

; (5)

where ��it+1 and �it+1 are the i-th cumulants (conditional on the information set Ft) of m�
t+1 and

mt+1, respectively.

The main interest of this paper lies in forecasting carry trade (excess) returns for currency j

de�ned as

erjt+1 = sjt+1 � fjt = (sjt+1 � sjt) + (sjt � fjt): (6)

Note that, under the covered interest parity (CIP), the futures spread is equivalent to the interest

rate di¤erential it�i�t , where it and i�t denote the nominal interest rates in the domestic and foreign

currency, respectively.6 If both UIP and CIP hold, average excess carry trade returns are zero. Also

note that the second component in the above equation is the expansion in terms of cumulants of

m�
t+1 and mt+1 in (5). This suggests that the carry returns are a (possibly nonlinear) function of

high-order moments of the state variables describing the dynamics of m�
t+1 and mt+1. The signal

contained in (sjt�fjt), however, is swamped by the much more volatile currency returns (sjt+1�sjt)

(see, for example, Gospodinov, 2009) which presents challenges to identifying and extracting the

predictable part of the carry trade returns.

6 In fact, a common method of testing CIP is to employ the following regression:

ft � st = �+ �(it � i�t ) + error:

Under CIP and in the absence of transaction costs, the intercept and slope coe¢ cients in the previous regression
should be equal to zero and one, respectively.
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There are several ways to proceed with developing a forecasting model of carry trade returns.

The �rst approach recognizes that the pricing kernel is the intertemporal marginal rate of sub-

stitution and derives its induced time series properties but operationalizing this imposes strong

assumptions on the economy and the preferences. Alternatively, one could follow Constantinides

(1992) and Backus, Foresi and Telmer (2001) and parameterize and explore directly the time series

properties of the pricing kernels m�
t+1 and mt+1. This approach, however, also requires specifying

a functional form for the pricing kernels and identifying the state variables driving their dynamic

behavior. In this paper, we follow a �exible, albeit less structural, approach of modeling the con-

ditional distribution of spot exchange rates. This method can capture inherent nonlinearities in

the exchange rate dynamics that allow us to identify factors (a¤ecting, for example, both m�
t+1

and mt+1) which would pass through largely undetected in the traditional models (for a discussion

of this, see Fisher and Gilles, 2000). This approach is also consistent with the recent �ndings by

Bakshi and Panayotov (2013) of a predictability of carry trade payo¤s by latent risk factors.

3 Decomposition Method

The decomposition method is based on exploiting predictability of multiplicative components in

order to tease out nonlinear predictability from a series that is linearly unpredictable. Let us

�rst illustrate this possibility with a simple example. Suppose that two processes, "t and xt, are

symmetrically distributed and serially and mutually independent at all leads and lags. Construct

at to be a zero-mean AR(1) process

at = �at�1 + "t:

Let at be observable at time t: This series is mean predictable from the past if � 6= 0, and the best

predictor is �at�1: Next, let xt be observable at time t; and set the binary variable bt to be the sign

of the last period xt:

bt = sign(xt�1):

This series is perfectly predictable from the past of xt. Note that the series at and bt have mean

zero and are mutually independent at all lags and leads. Now let us construct the �returns�series

rt = atbt

which has the properties that E [rt] = E [at]E [bt] = 0; and, for j > 0;

E [rtrt�j ] = E [atbtat�jbt�j ] = E [atat�j ]E [bt]E [bt�j ] = 0:
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In other words, the �returns�have mean zero and are serially uncorrelated, i.e., linearly unpredictable

from their own past. Moreover, rt is also linearly unpredictable from at�j for any j > 0; from bt�j

for any j � 0, and from xt�j for any j > 0:

E [rtat�j ] = E [atbtat�j ] = E [atat�j ]E [bt] = 0;

E [rtbt�j ] = E [atbtbt�j ] = E [at]E [btbt�j ] = 0;

E [rtxt�j ] = E [atbtxt�j ] = E [at]E [btxt�j ] = 0:

This shows that the �returns�rt+1 are linearly unpredictable from all observable histories. However,

rt+1 is nonlinearly predictable from the observable past since

E [rt+1jFt] = �at sign(xt):

The optimal nonlinear predictor is proportional to �; the degree of persistence in at; while the

optimal linear predictor is zero irrespective of it. Note that a similar result would also hold if

the best predictor of at was nonlinear in at�1. This example provides some intuition why the

decomposition model is potentially able to detect certain forms of hidden predictability in the

data; namely, when one (or both) of the multiplicative components exhibits persistence.

Now we describe the decomposition approach of Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2010) whose key

insight is based on the return decomposition

rt = jrtj sign(rt) = jrtj(2I[rt > 0]� 1);

where rt are asset returns and I[�] is the indicator function. The method then proceeds with

the joint dynamic modeling of the two multiplicative components ��volatility� jrtj and (a linear

transformation of) �direction�I[rt > 0].

As in the above example, the driving force behind the predictive ability of the decomposition

model is the predictability in the two components, jrtj and I[rt > 0], that has been documented in

previous studies. Consider �rst the model speci�cation for absolute returns. Since jrtj is a positively

valued variable, the dynamics of absolute returns is speci�ed using the multiplicative error model

(Engle, 2002)

jrtj =  t�t;

where  t = E(jrtjjFt�1) and �t is a positive multiplicative error. This error has unit conditional

mean and conditional distribution D which may be �exibly speci�ed as a scaled Weibull distribution
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with a shape parameter &. A convenient dynamic speci�cation for the conditional expectation  t

is the logarithmic autoregressive model

ln t = !v + �v ln t�1 + vjrt�1j+ �vI [rt�1 > 0] + x0t�1�v: (7)

This volatility model allows for persistence, regime-switching, a direct e¤ect of last-period absolute

return, and possible e¤ects of other predictors xt�1:

In the direction model, the conditional �success probability�pt = Prfrt > 0jFt�1g is parameter-

ized as a dynamic logit model

pt =
exp (�t)

1 + exp (�t)

with

�t = !d + �dI [rt�1 > 0] + y0t�1�d; (8)

allowing for regime-switching and possible e¤ects of other predictors yt�1 that may be di¤erent

from xt�1. A direct persistence e¤ect is not included because directional persistence is much lower

than volatility persistence.

To describe the joint distribution of Rt � (jrtj; I [rt > 0])0; the copula approach is used. The

conditional marginals of Rt are (D( t);B(pt))0, where B(pt) denotes the Bernoulli distribution

with probability mass function pvt (1� pt)
1�v, v 2 f0; 1g: Let C(w1; w2) denote a copula function

on [0; 1] � [0; 1]. Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2010) derive that, conditional on Ft�1, the joint

density/mass of Rt is given by

fRt (u; v) = fD(uj t)%t
�
FD(uj t)

�v �
1� %t

�
FD(uj t)

��1�v
; (9)

where fD (�) and FD (�) are density and CDF of D, and %t (z) = 1� @C (z; 1� pt) =@w1.

Denote by �t a time-varying copula parameter that captures the dependence between the two

marginals. We consider the Frank copula7 which has the form

C(w1; w2) = �
1

�
ln

�
1 +

[exp (��w1)� 1][exp (��w2)� 1]
exp (��)� 1

�
;

where � < 0 (� > 0) implies negative (positive) dependence while � = 0 implies independence. For

this copula, Anatolyev and Gospodinov (2010) deduce that

%t (z) =

�
1� 1� exp (�� (1� pt))

1� exp (�pt)
exp (� (1� z))

��1
:

7The subsequent results are very similar with double Clayton copula and Farlie�Gumbel�Morgenstern copula and
we omit the discussion of these two copula choices.
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To allow for greater �exibility, we adopt a time-varying copula speci�cation, where the depen-

dence (copula) parameter is assumed to follow the dynamic process (see Manner and Reznikova,

2012)

�t = �0 + �1�t�1 + �2jrt�1j(1� I [rt�1 > 0])

with j�1j < 1 and �t 2 (�1;+1)n0. In this speci�cation, the forcing variable jrt�1j(1�I [rt�1 > 0])

is equal to jrt�1j when rt�1 is negative and zero otherwise. As �t ! 0, the Frank copula approaches

the independence copula and %t (z) = pt.

The parameter vector (!v; �v; v; �v; �
0
v; &; !d; �d; �

0
d; �0; �1; �2)

0 is estimated by maximum like-

lihood. From (9), the sample log-likelihood function to be maximized is given by

TX
t=1

�
I [rt > 0] ln %t

�
FD(jrtjj t)

�
+ (1� I [rt > 0]) ln

�
1� %t

�
FD(jrtjj t)

��
+ ln fD(jrtjj t)

	
:

As our interest lies in the mean prediction of returns, we use the fact that

E (rt+1jFt) = 2E (jrt+1jI [rt+1 > 0] jFt)� E (jrt+1jjFt)

to construct the prediction of return at time t+ 1 as

r̂t+1 = 2�̂t+1 �  ̂t+1; (10)

where  ̂t+1 and �̂t+1 are feasible analogs of  t+1 and �t+1; and �t+1 = E (jrt+1jI [rt+1 > 0] jFt)

is the conditional expected cross-product of jrt+1j and I [rt+1 > 0]. As shown in Anatolyev and

Gospodinov (2010), �t+1 can be computed as

�t+1 =

Z 1

0
QD(z)%t+1(z)dz; (11)

where QD(z) is a quantile function of the distribution D: The feasible version �̂t+1 is obtained

numerically (via the Gauss�Chebyshev quadrature) by evaluating the integral (11) using �tted

QD(z) and �tted %t+1(z):

This decomposition approach could be used directly to forecast the carry trade returns in (6).

However, in our empirical analysis (Section 5), we choose to obtain the forecast of sjt+1 � sjt �rst

and then construct the predicted carry trade returns by adding the (observed at time t) spread

sjt � fjt. This modeling choice is motivated by two reasons. First, while sjt+1 � sjt is mean-zero

and serially uncorrelated (see Table 1 below), the excess returns sjt+1 � fjt have a possibly non-

zero mean and exhibit some serial correlation that need to be dealt with explicitly. Second, this
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allows us to relate our results to the large literature on (in-sample and out-of-sample) forecasting

of currency returns and gain a better understanding of the source of the statistical and economic

improvements of the carry trade strategies.

4 Data Description

Exchange rate data for the spot (St) and three-month US dollar forward (Ft) rates, expressed in

US dollars per unit of the foreign currency, are obtained from Datastream. The currency returns

for the j-th exchange rate are constructed as rjt+1 = ln(Sjt+1) � ln(Sjt) while the corresponding

carry trade returns are constructed as erjt+1 = ln(Sjt+1) � ln(Fjt) = rjt+1 � spreadjt, where

spreadjt = ln(Fjt) � ln(Sjt). We consider the exchange rates of four currencies �British pound

(GBP), Canadian dollar (CAD), Japanese yen (JPY), and the Euro (EUR) �against the US dollar.

This speci�c cross-section of currencies and three-month horizon for the forwards are dictated by

the availability and characteristics of Commitment of Traders (COT) data described below.8 Our

empirical analysis is conducted at the weekly frequency. The sample for the �rst three exchange

rates spans the period from the �rst week of November 1992 until the last week of December 2013

while the sample for the Euro is from the �rst week of January 1999 until the end of December

2013. The variables rjt+1, erjt+1 and spreadjt are appropriately transformed to represent weekly

percentage returns.

In addition to spreadjt, we use speculative (or hedging) pressure as an external predictor. The

speculative (hedging) pressure, constructed from data on commitment of traders, has been used ex-

tensively as a transaction-related predictor of future commodity price (de Roon, Nijman and Veld,

2000; Dewally, Ederington and Fernando, 2013; Szymanowska, de Roon, Nijman and van den Goor-

bergh, 2014) and currency (Klitgaard and Weir, 2004; Tornell and Yuan; 2012) movements. COT

data for each currency is provided by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

and contains short and long futures positions of three categories of market participants: commer-

cial, non-commercial and non-reportable. Commercial positions refer to the number of contracts

held by commercial institutions (the CFTC classi�es those as hedging), while the non-commercial

category includes the number of contracts held by non-commercial users (classi�ed by the CFTC

8For instance, the Australian and New Zealand dollars are likely to be �target currencies� in a carry trade due
to the high interest rates in Australia and New Zealand. The incomplete COT data for these currencies prevents us
from including them in our cross-section. We also do not include the Swiss Franc in our analysis due to its peg to
the Euro during most of the post-crisis period.
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as non-hedging and often interpreted as speculative; see Bessembinder, 1992). Notwithstanding

some caveats related to trader classi�cation, we follow the common practice in the literature by

considering commercial users of futures contracts as hedgers and non-commercial users of foreign

currency futures as speculators.9

Following Dewally, Ederington and Fernando (2013), we construct a measure of speculative

pressure for week t and currency j as

spjt =
# of long non-commercial positions � # of short non-commercial positions
# of long non-commercial positions + # of short non-commercial positions

:

We also construct a measure of hedging pressure using data on commercial market participants

(hedgers) instead of non-commercial users of futures contracts (speculators) as in the speculative

pressure variable above. While over-the-counter (OTC) forward markets are considerably more

liquid than currency futures markets, existing studies (Brunnermeir, Nagel and Pedersen, 2009;

Galati, Heath and McGuire, 2007) underline the usefulness of the positions of non-commercial

futures traders as a proxy of carry trade activity.10 Therefore, the speculative and hedging pressure,

which proved to be good predictors of spot exchange rate returns (Klitgaard and Weir, 2004; Tornell

and Yuan; 2012), are also likely to be good predictors of carry trade returns.

The exchange rates are sampled as the daily close on Tuesday in order to match the weekly COT

data which report the positions of traders every Tuesday over our sample period. Table 1 provides

summary statistics of the exchange rate data and the currency-speci�c predictors. As documented

elsewhere in the literature, the exchange rate returns appear to be serially uncorrelated while the

spread is highly persistent with variability which is only a small fraction of the variability of the

currency returns (Gospodinov, 2009). Due to the low variability of the spread, the carry trade

returns, plotted in Figure 1, largely inherit the properties of the exchange rate returns although

with slightly more pronounced non-zero mean and higher serial correlation which is not readily

picked up by the �rst-order autocorrelation coe¢ cient. Speculative pressure also exhibits high

persistence.

9The literature indicates, for example, that commercial users of futures contracts tend to engage in speculative
behavior (see, for example, the discussion in Galati, Heath and McGuire, 2007; among others). We should note that
the exact classi�cation of traders is not essential for the purposes of our empirical analysis.
10Galati, Heath and McGuire (2007) note that indicators of carry trade activity can be alternatively obtained

from the Bank of International Settlements� (BIS) triennial survey of foreign exchange markets or from the BIS
international banking statistics database. The use of measures of carry trade activity from these databases is not
without its own shortcomings, however. According to Galati, Heath and McGuire (2007), �turnover data from OTC
markets support the conclusions reached using futures data�.
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5 Empirical Results

5.1 Currency Return Predictability

This section presents in-sample estimation and out-of-sample forecasts for the exchange rate and

carry trade returns.

5.1.1 In-Sample Estimation Results

The decomposition model is used to model the dynamic behavior of exchange rate returns rt with

marginals given by

ln t = !v + �v ln t�1 + vjrt�1j+ �vI [rt�1 > 0] + �1vspreadt�1 + �2vspt�1

�t = !d + �dI [rt�1 > 0] + �1dspreadt�1 + �2dspt�1;

and a joint distribution based on the time-varying Frank copula

C(jrtj; I [rt > 0]) = �
1

�t
ln

�
1 +

[exp (��tjrtj)� 1][exp (��tI [rt > 0])� 1]
exp (��t)� 1

�
;

where �t = �0+ �1�t�1+ �2jrt�1j(1� I [rt�1 > 0]). As speci�ed above, the models for GBP, CAD,

and JPY are estimated with weekly data from 10/13/1992 to 12/31/2013 (1109 observations) while

the in-sample estimation for EUR uses weekly observations from 1/5/1999 to 12/31/2013 (782

observations).

Table 2 reports the estimated parameters and their corresponding standard errors. A few

interesting observations emerge from these results. All of the exchange rates are characterized

by strong persistence in volatility and dependence on the absolute value of lagged returns. The

spread appears to be a useful predictor for both the volatility and the direction models. Speculative

pressure11 exhibits some predictive power in the direction model for GBP and EUR. Finally, the

persistence parameter in the time-varying copula process is large and highly signi�cant.

Even though Table 2 shows that some parameters in the decomposition model may be insignif-

icant for one or more currencies, we do not undertake any model selection for individual currencies

for the following reasons. First, some predictors may only exhibit occasional and short-lived pre-

dictive power (and hence are insigni�cant in the whole sample) but they might prove to be useful

11The speci�cation with hedging pressure in addition to or in place of speculative pressure yields similar results
and is not presented to conserve space. We also experimented with the S&P500 option-implied volatility index (VIX)
as a global risk factor but did not �nd it to be a useful predictor in our model.
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when needed the most (during the �nancial crisis or periods of liquidity shortage, for example).

Second, keeping all predictors the same facilitates the comparison and the interpretation of the

out-of-sample results across models and currencies. We acknowledge, however, that the forecasting

performance can be further improved by a careful model selection based on information up to the

time when the forecast is constructed.

5.1.2 Out-of-Sample Forecasting Results

This section reports results for one-step ahead out-of-sample forecasts for the realized carry trade

returns, de�ned as

�̂ijt+1 = sign( berijt+1)erjt+1; (12)

where berijt+1 = r̂ijt+1 + (sjt � fjt) and r̂ijt+1 denotes the i-th model forecast of rjt+1 for currency j.

The forecast period is from the second week of July 2007 until the last week of December 2013 and

covers the recent �nancial crisis and the post-crisis periods. This period is selected for two reasons.

First, it is driven by data availability, especially for the Euro whose positions of traders data start in

the beginning of 1999. Second, one of the main objectives of this paper is to assess the recent carry

trade pro�tability during and after the �nancial crisis. Thus, we set the length of the rolling window

in the out-of-sample forecasts to be R = 600 for GBP, CAD, and JPY and R = 442 for EUR. The

predictability of carry trade returns are evaluated over the following forecasting subsamples: (i)

�nancial crisis period: 7/10/2007-12/28/2010; (ii) post-crisis period 1/4/2011-12/31/2013; and (iii)

combined crisis and post-crisis period 7/10/2007-12/31/2013.12

We consider two competing models: a linear predictive model and the decomposition model.

The linear model uses the same economic predictors as the decomposition model (i.e., spread

and sp). The benchmark model is the random walk model. Table 3 presents the test proposed

by Giacomini and White (GW, 2006) based on a quadratic function of the di¤erence in realized

returns �̂ijt+1 � ~�jt+1, where ~�jt+1 is the realized return of the benchmark (random walk) model.

Positive values of the GW statistic indicate that the competing model outperforms the benchmark

model, and the di¤erence is signi�cant if the test statistic is larger than the critical value from the

standard normal distribution. While the decomposition model dominates RW and linear model

for all currencies during the �nancial crisis and the combined period, the improvements of the

12While it would have been more appropriate to time the end of the �nancial crisis in the middle or in the second
half of 2009 (according to NBER, the U.S. recession started in December 2007 and ended in June 2009), we wanted
to split the number of observations more equally between the two subsamples.
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decomposition model over RW are statistically signi�cant at the 5% level only for CAD.

Next, we present evidence for the directional performance of the models which is exploited in

the next section. In particular, we compute the statistics for the area under the receiver oper-

ating characteristic curve (AUC) and the corresponding returns-weighted AUC statistic (AUC*)

suggested by Jordà and Taylor (2012).13 Note that higher values for AUC and AUC* indicate a

better directional forecast performance. As evident from Table 4, the directional forecasts of the

decomposition model outperform those based on the linear and random walk models across all cur-

rencies. We next evaluate the economic signi�cance of the accuracy of these directional forecasts

in the context of trading strategies.

5.2 Trading Strategies

5.2.1 Active Trading Strategy for Individual Currencies

The trading strategy discussed in this section is based on the sign of predicted carry trade returns

from one of the econometric models. The strategy, conducted from the perspective of a U.S. investor,

consists of going long in the foreign currency when the sign of the predicted carry trade return from

one of the econometric models is positive. Conversely, when the predicted sign of the carry trade

return is negative, the trader shorts the foreign currency. As argued in Burnside, Eichenbaum and

Rebelo (2011), the payo¤ from conducting the carry trade in the forward market is proportional,

under CIP, to trading directly in the spot market (i.e., based on interest rate di¤erentials). The

payo¤ from this trading strategy for currency j and model i is given in (12). It is important to

stress that the predicted returns r̂ijt+1 are genuine out-of-sample forecasts (as in Section 5.1.2) that

utilize information only up to time t.

Following the literature (Lustig, Roussanov and Verdelhan, 2011; Menkho¤, Sarno, Schmeling

and Schrimpf, 2012b; Bakshi and Panayotov, 2013), we employ the bid-ask prices14 to account for

the transaction costs that investors would incur when implementing the trades. Let sajt and s
b
jt

denote the ask and bid (o¤ered) prices, respectively, for currency j. The spot price, sjt, is the

midpoint of the bid and ask quotes. The trading strategy considered is as follows: the investor

13More speci�cally, let dt+1 = sign(ert+1) 2 f�1; 1g, Np =
P

dt+1=1
1, Nn =

P
dt+1=�1 1, �k = f bert+1jdt+1 = 1g

for k = 1; :::; Np, �l = f bert+1jdt+1 = �1g for l = 1; :::; Nn, Bmax =
P

dt+1=1
ert+1 and Cmax =

P
dt+1=�1 jert+1j.

Then, AUC = 1
NpNn

PNp
k=1

PNn
l=1 I [�k > �l] and AUC

� =
PNp

k=1
�k

Bmax

PNn
l=1

�l
Cmax

I [�k > �l]. See Jordà and Taylor
(2012) for more details.
14The bid and ask forward and spot data are collected by Thomson Reuters.
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goes long in the foreign currency if the predicted carry trade return from one of the econometric

models is positive and exceeds the transaction costs observed at time t; that is, if sign( berijt+1) > 0
and berijt+1 > sajt � sjt. Conversely, the investor shorts the foreign currency if the predicted carry

trade return from model i is negative and exceeds, in absolute value, the transaction costs observed

at time t (if sign( berijt+1) < 0 and j berijt+1j > sjt � sbjt). If the predicted carry trade return is lower

than the transaction costs, no position is taken (i.e., the investor stays outside the market). The

net-of-transaction costs returns of a long position are given by sign( berijt+1)erjt+1 � (sajt+1 � sjt+1)

while the net of transaction costs returns to a short position are sign( berijt+1)erjt+1� (sjt+1�sbjt+1).
We consider a benchmark strategy that uses the sign of the forward premium as an ex ante

predictor of the sign of the carry trade returns. This strategy consists of selling currencies that are at

a forward premium and buying currencies that are at a forward discount (Burnside, Eichenbaum and

Rebelo, 2011). The predicted carry trade return of the benchmark strategy is ber0jt+1 = �spreadjt
which is equivalent to trading based on a random walk model for the spot exchange rate.15

The value of the initial investment is set equal to $100. The value of the portfolio is re-calculated

and re-invested every period. In addition to the models considered in the previous section, we also

include strategies based on forecasts of currency returns obtained from their historical average up

to time t. The results for the net-of-transaction-cost payo¤s and the Sharpe ratios are presented in

Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 5 shows that the decomposition model outperforms the remaining models with some of

the di¤erences in payo¤s (for CAD in the crisis period, for example) being quite large. Similar

results hold for the risk-adjusted returns (Sharpe ratios) in Table 6.16 We also considered another

trading strategy in which the investor longs the foreign currency if sign( berijt+1) > 0 and shorts the
foreign currency if sign( berijt+1) < 0. The investor thereby takes a position and incurs transaction

costs every period. The results are very similar (with slightly lower payo¤s in most cases) to the

results reported in Table 5 for the trading strategy with the option to stay outside the market.

15Starting from erjt+1 = sjt+1 � fjt = (sjt+1 � sjt) � (fjt � sjt), a random walk (with no drift) for sjt+1 would
imply that ber0jt+1 = �spreadjt.
16To evaluate the statistical signi�cance of the computed Sharpe ratios, we constructed 90% bootstrap con�dence

intervals based on the moving block bootstrap with a blocksize equal to 8. Only the decomposition-based Sharpe
ratios for the CAD during the �nancial crisis and the combined period are statistically larger than zero.
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5.2.2 Currency Portfolios

In addition to investigating the pro�tability of trading individual currencies based on the sign of

the econometric forecast, we examine the directional pro�tability of the econometric models from a

portfolio perspective. More speci�cally, an equally-weighted portfolio of the four currencies (GBP,

CAD, JPY, and EUR) is constructed by averaging the net-of-transaction costs realized returns from

one of the econometric models across the four currencies. The excess return of the equally weighted

portfolio therefore measures the returns accruing to an investor who trades the four currencies

based on the predicted sign of the carry trade returns from one of the econometric models.

Following the literature (Brunnermeier, Nagel and Pedersen, 2009; Ang and Chen, 2010; Lustig,

Roussanov and Verdelhan, 2011; and Accominotti and Chambers, 2014), we construct benchmark

long-short carry trade portfolios on the basis of interest rate di¤erentials (as proxied for, under

CIP, by the spreadjt). The �rst portfolio, referred to as �signed spread�, consists of going long in a

currency with a negative spread and going short in a currency whose spread is positive. The returns

of this portfolio are equivalent to trading the four currencies based on a random walk model for

each of the four spot exchange rates. In line with prior research, we also sort currencies based on

the forward spread (premium). More speci�cally, we consider a �one long/one short�portfolio of

the four currencies in which the investor longs the currency with the largest negative spread and

shorts the currency with the largest positive spread.17 In all of the subsamples that we consider,

JPY is typically the currency with the largest positive spread. This is consistent with this currency

being a �funding currency�as noted in previous research (Galati, Heath and McGuire, 2007). The

�target�or �investment�currencies in the carry trade alternate between GBP, CAD and EUR.

In addition to portfolios formed on the basis of the spread, we employ the momentum portfolio

of Menkho¤, Sarno, Schmeling and Schrimpf (2012a) as an additional benchmark. The momentum

portfolio is constructed by sorting currencies on the basis of the lagged carry trade returns. The

�one long/one short�momentum portfolio consists of longing the currency with the largest carry

trade return and shorting the currency with the lowest carry trade return at time t.18 The investor

17We also experimented with a �two long/two short�portfolio constructed by going long the two currencies with
the largest negative spread and short the two currencies with the largest positive spread. The latter portfolio�s
pro�tability is lower than the �one long/one short�portfolio (results are available from the authors). This decrease in
pro�tability resonates with Bekaert and Panayotov (2015)�s empirical �ndings according to which the carry trade�s
pro�tability hinges on the currencies included in the portfolio. In fact, the authors distinguish between �good�and
�bad�carry trades depending on the currencies comprising the portfolio.
18As noted in Li, Tsiakas and Wang (2015), the momentum portfolio allows investors to gain a long exposure in

currencies that are on an upward trend and a short exposure in currencies that are on a downward trend.
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realizes the returns at time t + 1. All the portfolios (momentum and benchmark) are rebalanced

weekly.

When constructing the long-short portfolios, the net-of-transaction costs returns to a currency

in which the investor goes long are computed as erjt+1 � (sajt+1 � sjt+1) � (fjt � f bjt) whereas the

net-of-transaction costs returns for a currency in which the investor goes short are erjt+1� (sjt+1�

sbjt+1)� (fajt� fjt). The results (dollar values and Sharpe ratios) for the portfolio strategies for the

�nancial crisis, post-crisis and combined sample periods are reported in Table 7. For comparability

with the existing literature, Table 7 also reports the skewness and the kurtosis of each portfolio�s

realized returns.

Overall, the portfolio formed on the basis of the decomposition model generates higher pro�ts

and risk-adjusted returns than the other portfolios during the �nancial crisis and the combined

period.19 The decomposition model also exhibits lower kurtosis than the linear model, signed

spread and momentum portfolios in the �nancial crisis, post-crisis and combined sample periods.

In addition, the decomposition model�s skewness is positive in the post-crisis period. These latter

observations suggest that the decomposition model might be less prone to crash risk than these

portfolios. Only in the post-crisis period, the risk-adjusted returns of the benchmark carry trade

portfolio (�signed spread�) are larger than those of the decomposition model. Furthermore, the

risk-adjusted returns of the decomposition model portfolio also appear to be larger than most of

the individual currencies. This is consistent with portfolio volatility being lower, due to better

diversi�cation, than individual currency return volatility.20 We view our results as suggesting that

a portfolio strategy might be less adversely a¤ected than individual currencies by the unwinding of

the carry trade.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper examines the pro�tability of carry trade returns using a �exible approach that de-

composes currency returns into multiplicative sign and absolute return components which exhibit

19The Sharpe ratio for the decomposition method during the �nancial crisis is statistically larger than zero using
moving block bootstrap with a blocksize equal to 8. The Sharpe ratios of the other trading strategies are insigni�cant.
20As pointed out by Brunnermeir, Nagel and Pedersen (2009), elevated levels of volatility can lead to the unwinding

of carry trade positions, and, consequently, to currency crashes. In this context, it is interesting to note that Menkho¤,
Sarno, Schmeling and Schrimpf (2012b) identify a global currency volatility risk factor and show, by sorting currencies
into �ve portfolios based on volatility, that high interest rate currencies yield lower payo¤s when global volatility is
high.
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much greater predictability than raw returns. We allow the two components to respond to currency-

speci�c risk factors and use the joint conditional distribution of these components, modeled as a

time-varying copula, to produce forecasts of future returns.

Our out-of-sample forecasting results suggest that the decomposition model exhibits substan-

tial predictability for Canadian dollar and Japanese yen returns during the recent �nancial crisis.

We show that the out-of-sample forecasting gains of the decomposition model translate into eco-

nomically and statistically highly signi�cant pro�tability: trading individual currencies or forming

portfolios based on the predicted carry trade returns from the decomposition model generates larger

risk-adjusted pro�ts than any of the competing models. Our empirical analysis also sheds light on

the sources of improvement over the subdued pro�tability of pure carry trade strategies during and

after the �nancial crisis. It would be interesting, as an avenue for future research, to examine if

the carry trade�s pro�tability of the decomposition model extends to other asset markets (such as

commodity and bond markets) as in Koijen, Moskowitz, Pedersen and Vrugt (2013).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Mean Med Std Min Max Skew Kurt AC(1)
GBP
r -0.003 0.012 1.278 -6.406 5.719 -0.269 4.695 0.005
spread -0.019 -0.011 0.021 -0.103 0.020 -0.591 2.316 0.983
er 0.016 0.034 1.277 -6.348 5.727 -0.262 4.663 0.005
sp -0.030 -0.048 0.570 -1.000 0.962 0.035 1.684 0.878
CAD
r 0.014 -0.007 1.121 -5.072 10.00 0.471 10.26 -0.049
spread -0.003 -0.004 0.021 -0.092 0.049 -0.098 3.541 0.983
er 0.017 -0.007 1.122 -5.099 9.988 0.465 10.21 -0.047
sp 0.109 0.154 0.559 -0.963 1.000 -0.105 1.671 0.927
JPY
r 0.011 -0.053 1.485 -6.078 8.990 0.378 5.475 0.018
spread 0.054 0.047 0.041 -0.075 0.136 0.073 1.516 0.992
er -0.043 -0.102 1.487 -6.178 8.883 0.366 5.411 0.020
sp -0.186 -0.253 0.528 -1.000 0.874 0.178 1.689 0.928
EUR
r 0.019 0.050 1.431 -4.235 8.794 0.122 4.557 0.021
spread 0.004 0.001 0.025 -0.038 0.056 0.318 2.055 0.992
er 0.014 0.048 1.432 -4.238 8.812 0.129 4.557 0.023
sp 0.165 0.189 0.458 -0.968 0.978 -0.379 2.145 0.954

Notes: The table present the mean, median (Med), standard deviation (Std), minimum value (Min),
maximum value (Max), skewness (Skew), kurtosis (Kurt) and the �rst-order autocorrelation coe¢ -
cient (AC(1)) of the currency returns (r), basis (spread), carry trade returns (er), and speculative
pressure (sp) for the period 10/13/1992 to 12/31/2013 (for GBP, CAD, and JPY) and 1/5/1999
to 12/31/2013 (for EUR).
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Table 2. Estimation results for currency returns from the decomposition method.

GBP CAD JPY EUR
estim. s.e. estim. s.e. estim. s.e. estim. s.e.

volatility
� 1.212 0.029 1.247 0.030 1.197 0.028 1.300 0.037
!v 0.018 0.010 0.021 0.010 -0.009 0.019 0.039 0.011
�v 0.933 0.020 0.934 0.016 0.843 0.061 0.927 0.018
v 0.032 0.008 0.052 0.011 0.037 0.011 0.023 0.009
�v -0.022 0.019 -0.009 0.020 0.062 0.035 -0.047 0.021
�1v -0.255 0.107 0.089 0.090 0.142 0.149 -0.288 0.110
�2v -0.008 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.001 0.032 -0.007 0.007

direction
!d -0.140 0.081 -0.060 0.084 0.079 0.112 -0.097 0.106
�d 0.235 0.122 0.013 0.117 -0.045 0.122 0.236 0.147
�1d -2.243 1.451 -6.465 2.119 -2.156 1.442 -4.921 2.518
�2d -0.262 0.107 0.085 0.111 0.124 0.125 0.327 0.163

copula
�0 0.142 0.121 0.318 0.293 0.214 0.139 -0.040 0.040
�1 0.723 0.228 0.659 0.251 0.773 0.154 0.954 0.039
�2 -0.270 0.212 -0.439 0.373 -0.257 0.175 0.078 0.070

Notes: The estimation period is 10/13/1992 �12/31/2013 for GBP, CAD, and JPY, and 1/5/1999
�12/31/2013 for EUR.
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Table 3. Giacomini and White (2006) test for forecast accuracy of carry trade returns.

GBP CAD JPY EUR
Linear Decom Linear Decom Linear Decom Linear Decom

(1) 0.185 1.171 1.285 3.167 1.599 1.657 0.211 0.963
(2) -2.099 -0.388 0.132 -0.030 -1.080 -0.368 -0.459 -1.151
(3) -0.638 0.832 1.286 3.001 0.296 1.097 -0.029 0.832

Notes: The table reports the Giacomini and White (2006) test of di¤erences of carry trade returns
�̂ijt+1�~�jt+1 under quadratic loss between the competing model i and the random walk model. The
competing models are the linear and decomposition (Decom) models. The benchmark model is the
random walk model. (1), (2) and (3) denote the three sample periods: �nancial crisis (7/10/2007-
12/28/2010), post-crisis (1/4/2011-12/31/2013) and combined crisis and post-crisis (7/10/2007-
12/31/2013), respectively.
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Table 4. Out-of-sample directional forecast performance of carry trade returns.

RW Linear Decom
GBP
AUC 0.448 0.469 0.545
AUC* 0.528 0.445 0.531
CAD
AUC 0.474 0.475 0.523
AUC* 0.478 0.464 0.531
JPY
AUC 0.503 0.523 0.551
AUC* 0.507 0.484 0.580
EUR
AUC 0.473 0.522 0.545
AUC* 0.424 0.526 0.619

Notes: The table reports results for the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) and the corresponding returns-weighted AUC statistic (AUC*) of Jordà and Taylor (2012)
for the random walk (RW), linear model, and the decomposition (Decom) model.
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Table 5. Dollar values of trading strategies for individual currencies ($100 initial investment).

Benchmark Linear HA Decom
Financial Crisis (July 2007 �Dec. 2010)

GBP $77.37 $60.09 $69.61 $101.28
CAD $111.68 $86.96 $100.84 $152.01
JPY $74.82 $112.77 $95.68 $115.80
EUR $99.25 $87.91 $91.93 $106.51

Post-Crisis (Jan. 2011 �Dec. 2013)
GBP $94.93 $85.34 $96.56 $99.84
CAD $96.77 $92.60 $93.09 $94.57
JPY $104.81 $73.13 $74.24 $87.20
EUR $102.11 $96.07 $91.58 $105.07

Combined (July 2007 �Dec. 2013)
GBP $73.45 $51.29 $67.51 $101.12
CAD $108.08 $80.53 $93.88 $143.77
JPY $78.42 $82.47 $71.04 $100.98
EUR $101.35 $84.46 $84.19 $111.92

Notes: The table presents the payo¤s to a $100 initial investment based on the sign of the predicted
carry trade return from one of the competing models during the �nancial crisis, post-crisis and the
combined crisis and post-crisis sample periods. Benchmark refers to a strategy of taking a long or
a short position depending on the sign of the spread, Linear refers to the linear model, HA refers
to the historical average, and Decom refers to the decomposition model.
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Table 6. Sharpe ratios of trading strategies for individual currencies.

Benchmark Linear HA Decom
Financial Crisis (July 2007 �Dec. 2010)

GBP -0.95 -1.22 -1.18 0.09
CAD 0.72 -0.22 0.07 0.94
JPY -1.02 0.38 -0.08 0.46
EUR 0.01 -0.24 -0.12 0.21

Post-Crisis (Jan. 2011 �Dec. 2013)
GBP -0.94 -0.83 -0.17 0.02
CAD -0.24 -0.33 -0.30 -0.23
JPY 0.45 -1.07 -0.95 -0.60
EUR 0.16 -0.09 -0.30 0.28

Combined (July 2007 �Dec. 2013)
GBP -0.80 -1.05 -0.79 0.06
CAD 0.29 -0.24 -0.05 0.55
JPY -0.56 -0.25 -0.49 0.06
EUR 0.06 -0.18 -0.18 0.23

Notes: The table presents the annualized Sharpe ratios of a trading strategy based on the sign
of the predicted carry trade return from one of the competing models during the �nancial crisis,
post-crisis and the combined crisis and post-crisis sample periods. Benchmark refers to a strategy
of taking a long or a short position depending on the sign of the spread, Linear refers to the linear
model, HA refers to the historical average, and Decom refers to the decomposition model.
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Table 7. Dollar values and Sharpe ratios of trading portfolios of carry trade returns ($100 initial
investment).

�nancial crisis post-crisis combined
value skew kurt SR value skew kurt SR value skew kurt SR

Linear $86.36 -0.42 5.05 -0.61 $86.94 -0.25 3.26 -1.11 $75.08 -0.40 5.67 -0.77
HA $89.80 -0.34 3.56 -0.44 $88.95 -0.06 2.95 -0.80 $79.88 -0.27 3.74 -0.57
Decom $119.50 -0.35 3.91 0.81 $96.98 0.16 3.00 -0.27 $115.89 -0.19 4.77 0.45

Benchmark strategies
Spread $90.14 -0.26 7.85 -0.89 $99.74 -0.19 4.61 -0.03 $89.91 -0.35 8.79 -0.57
1l/1s(s) $73.05 -0.53 3.89 -1.11 $94.84 -0.05 4.57 -0.27 $69.28 -0.47 4.44 -0.77
1l/1s(m) $109.77 -0.75 7.14 0.36 $91.35 -0.39 4.82 -0.49 $100.28 -0.64 7.41 0.04

Notes: The table reports the annualized Sharpe ratios (SR), skewness (skew), kurtosis (kurt)
and the payo¤s to a $100 initial investment in an equally-weighted portfolio formed on the basis
of the predicted sign from one of the competing models. The signed spread (Spread) portfolio
benchmark is an equally-weighted portfolio which is long currencies with a negative spread and
short currencies with a positive spread. The �one-long/one-short�benchmark (1l/1s(s)) is a long-
short portfolio which is long the currency with the largest negative spread and short the currency
with the largest positive spread. The �one-long/one-short�momentum portfolio (1l/1s(m)) is long
the currency with the highest carry trade return and short the currency with the lowest carry trade
return. Linear refers to the linear model, HA refers to the historical average, and Decom refers to
the decomposition model.
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Figure 1: Carry Trade Returns.
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